2020 UBC PSYCHIATRY VIRTUAL RESEARCH DAY
THURSDAY OCTOBER 15, 2020

PROGRAM

8.30am - 9.00am  Attendee Sign-In on Zoom
9.00am - 9.15am  Introduction to Research Day
                 Dr. Lakshmi Yatham, Dr. Sophia Frangou
                 Dr. Tim Murphy, Dr. Trisha Chakrabarty
9.15am - 9.45am  Dr. Erin Michalak, Professor
                 Patient engagement in mental health research: turning tides or
                 sea change?
9.45am - 10.30am Lightning Talks: First Set
10.30am - 10.45am Break
10.45am - 11.30am Lightning Talks: Second Set
11.30am - 12.15pm Poster Gallery Viewing & Voting Session
12.15pm - 1.00pm  Ms. Lisa Ridgway, Lawyer & Patient Partner
                 Strategies for successful patient-oriented research
1.00pm - 1.30pm  Special COVID-19 Session:
                 Dr. Steven Taylor, Professor
                 COVID Stress Syndrome: A comprehensive network analysis
                 Dr. Daniel Vigo, Assistant Professor
                 Mental health on campus: COVID-19 and beyond
                 Dr. Julia Raudzus, Clinical Assistant Professor &
                 Dr. Grant Millar, Clinical Instructor
                 Meeting the mental health needs of COVID-19 survivors
1.30pm - 2.30pm  Poster Awards & Closing Remarks
2.30pm - 3.00pm